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and there sold, authors sometimes say that the governing law
depends upon whether the removal was with or without the
consent of the owner. If the removal was without his consent,
they say that the question arising between the owner and the
purchaser is governed by the law to which the hire-purchase
agreement is subject; otherwise it is governed by the domestic
rule of the lex situs. This distinction, however, forms no part
of the English rule for the choice of law. The law of the situs
of the goods at the time of their sale is chosen because, to
repeat the words of Wolff, 'the place where a thing is situate
is the natural centre of rights over it', and it therefore follows
that whether those rights depend upon consent to removal or
upon any other factor is a matter solely for the law of that place
to determine,
The authorities, so far as they go, appear to support the
Merry proposition that the English court, when required to apply
English law as being the lex situs in a foreign element case,
does not necessarily apply the ordinary domestic law of Eng-
land. Dulaney v. Merry 6? Son? though it concerned a general
assignment, may be given by way of analogy.
Two domiciled Americans executed a deed in Maryland by which
they assigned all their property wherever situate to another domiciled
American for the benefit of their creditors. The deed was valid by the
law of Maryland, but it was not registered under the English Deed of
Arrangement Act, 1887.
The question was whether the assignee was entitled to goods
situated in England. This was determinable by the lex situs,
English law. Had a similar assignment been effected in
England between English traders concerning goods situated
in England alone, there is no doubt that the deed would have
been void. But this was a conflict of laws case, and therefore
a necessary inquiry was whether the English statute was de-
signed to strike at all assignments, wherever made, affecting
goods in England, or whether its operation was confined to
assignments made in England. After stating that the English
legislature may enact rules as to the passing of the property in
goods situated in England notwithstanding what the law might
be in the country of the owner's domicil, Channell J. said that
the question before him reduced itself to the construction of
the Act of 1887. After subjecting this to a critical examina-
tion, he came to the conclusion that the policy of the Act as

